Online auction ending on 5th January 2022
IMPORTANT AUCTION INFORMATION
Auction ending Wednesday 5th January 2022 from 12 Noon
Do Not Bid unless you are confident you can pay & collect promptly
Payment & Collection deadline:
Opening Hours for Collection:

4 pm Friday 7th January 2022
9am–4pm Thursday 6th & Friday 7th January 2022

Robson Kay Do Not Package or Deliver
All lots are situated at Robson Kay’s premises in South Manchester and are available to view by
prior appointment, which is strongly encouraged. No lots are tested or warranted. No refunds or
rights of comeback are offered in relation to any aspect of any lot.
All lots are subject to a buyer’s premium of 17.5% + VAT
All lots in this sale are subject to VAT on the hammer price

Immediately below are answers to the most commonly asked questions, followed by a more
detailed explanation of the bidding process:
a)

b)

c)

d)
e)

f)

In signing up to the auction, you agree to a payment & collection deadline made clear in
every lot description, typically two working days after the sale. If you cannot pay & collect
within the deadline, DO NOT BID. We do not deliver or package. We appreciate this
timescale is tight, however it is made clear before bidding. Do not choose to participate in
this sale if you cannot adhere to this timescale. It is the responsibility of the bidder to ensure
they complete in time, not the responsibility of the auctioneer to chase
If your registration has been declined, we will most likely have issued a refundable deposit
request – payment of same will lead to your approval to bid. The deposit is refundable if
you do not bid or if you spend less than your deposit.
No paperwork is sent out until the last lot has closed. No collections take place on the day
the sale ends. Emails come from @bidspotter/@ibidder email addresses – ensure they are
not in your spam filter. The winning bidder notification sent out after the sale ends contains
all the important information you need to complete your purchase, including you paddle
number which you should quote at all times.
You must pay by bank transfer or online payment with credit/debit card – there are no
cashiering services at Robson Kay
All goods are located at Robson Kay Associates Ltd, Tilson Road, Manchester, M23 9GF
unless otherwise clearly stated. We are usually open for collection on the two days following
the sale from 9am – 4pm. We do not close for lunch and you do not need an appointment
to collect.
Bids are legally binding. There are no rights of comeback, guarantee, refund or return, no
matter what the reason. Please do not bid unless you have viewed to your satisfaction prior.
Lot descriptions cannot be relied upon to be accurate and items may be unfit for purpose.
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BIDDING PROCESS
1) REGISTRATION
We host all our online auctions on Bidspotter and iBidder You must have a Bidspotter (or iBidder)
account to sign up to any of our sales
Please ensure you read & understand the rules of each auction that you sign up to. Every auctioneer
operates differently and independently from each other, so the rules for each auction differ,
sometimes significantly.
Your credit card details are used for the purposes of an identity check, not for payment
If you fail the I.D. check and/or have no bidding history and/or have one or more incidents where you
have failed to pay any Bidspotter auctioneer and/or you are based overseas, you are likely to either
be declined and/or sent a refundable deposit request. If you pay the deposit, you will be approved to
bid. The deposit will be returned immediately the sale is over in the event you are unsuccessful
Please therefore ensure that you sign-up well in advance of the sale – if you wait until the day the sale
is closing before signing up to the sale, there is a strong chance you will not be approved in time to
bid
Remember all bids are legally binding. Also please remember that we will not change the bidders
details on the invoice so you must register in the name you wish the invoice to be addressed to
Do Not give your password to anyone else – it is NOT a valid excuse post-sale to claim a
relative/employee/partner/friend/etc bid on your account without your permission – the registrant
will still be held liable for all bidding activity
PLEASE NOTE many of our auctions are not suited to overseas bidders - the requirement to package
and collect within two days means overseas bidders are unlikely to be able to comply with our terms.
Should you feel you can comply, please contact us to discuss further and note in the event we do
approve you to bid, a substantial deposit will be required of £2,000 before such approval is granted.
2) VIEWING & BIDDING
VIEWING is strictly by prior appointment. Viewing is highly encouraged.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19 at the beginning of 2020, we have periodically changed our rules in
line with English Law and Public Health England. There is currently no requirement to wear a mask
when visiting our premises.
We have sanitizer stations at each entrance which you must use when entering our premises. We
operate from spacious premises where social distancing is easy to maintain. We regularly sanitize the
premises and the lots. Other than viewing, we keep visitors to a minimum. For viewing, we stagger
arrival times to ensure there are never large numbers of visitors here at the same time
PLEASE ACT RESPONSIBLY: If you have any symptoms, or have recently tested positive, or may have
come into contact with someone who has tested positive, please stay at home
No children under 16 permitted on the premises.
All lots are sold as seen - it is assumed in the act of bidding that all bidders have viewed lots prior. No
allowances of any description whatsoever will be made in the event of problems as a result of failure
to view - it is our strong advice not to bid on anything at all if you have not viewed to your satisfaction
first - our descriptions and photos are insufficient to rely wholly upon for the purposes of bidding
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Lots close at short intervals. You can bid at any time prior to the lot closing. You can either bid at the
next available bidding level, or leave a maximum bid, in which instance the system will generate bids
on your behalf, buying the lot as cheaply as possible, subject to what others bid and the level or reserve
(if any)
Should you attempt to place a bid ‘off increment’, the system will advise at the time you attempt to
place your bid. The increments increase as the lot price goes up - £5 increments up to £100, then £10
increments up to £300, then in £20 increments, etc
Please Note all sales on Bidspotter use `auto bid extension`. If a bid is placed with less than 10 minutes
remaining (for that specific lot only) the end time automatically extends by a further 10 minutes. This
will keep occurring until there is a 10 minute period with no bids.
3) BUYER’S PREMIUM & VAT
A Buyer's Premium of 17.5% + VAT is applied to all lots in all sales. Buyer's Premium is always subject
to VAT which can never be zero rated or refunded, even for exporters
In most auctions, the majority of lots are also subject to VAT on the hammer price. However if the
vendor is not VAT registered, or if the lot is VAT exempt, the lot price will not be subject to VAT
Please look at the additional fees tab in the individual lot descriptions to establish whether VAT applies
to the lot in question
Strictly for those who register with an address outside the UK, a VAT refund may be possible for those
exporting - see our full terms & conditions for full details. If you register with a UK address, no refund
of VAT will be possible under ANY circumstances
If you will be looking to reclaim the VAT, it is IMPERATIVE that you inform us at the time of payment claims only first registered weeks after the sale will be impossible to facilitate
4) PAYMENT & COLLECTION
You will receive a ‘winning bidder notification’ email shortly after the last lot closes, with details of the
lots purchased & total balance. This email also contains your paddle number, which you should quote
in all communications including as a bank transfer reference should you pay by that method. Indeed
almost all commonly asked questions are answered in the winning bidder notification.
Emails come from @bidspotter or @ibidder email addresses – ensure you look out for same. If you do
not think you have received an email by close of business on the day the sale ends, it is your
responsibility to check your spam filters or contact us.
You will also receive a ‘payment request’ email, shortly after the ‘winning bidder notification’, which
allows you to pay either:
- Online by credit/debit card
or alternatively
- Bank Transfer using the account details in the winning bidder notification
No in person payments are allowed.
No card payments are taken over the phone.
We Do Not Accept Cash
Balances must be paid in full & all goods collected within the timescale stipulated for the auction in
question, typically two working days after the sale ends. Our opening hours for collection are 9am 4pm
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No appointment is necessary and we do not close for lunch
Most won lots are now brought to the loading bay/door, for buyers to then load themselves. Although
this practice started as a result of COVID restrictions, for now we will continue with this policy to avoid
un-necessary visits inside the premises
Loading of larger items using our Fork Lift Truck and driver is often possible (for a small charge)
however not all lots are suited – please check prior to bidding
We will NOT palletise which means you will still need to send manpower to assist with loading your
lots. Please remember that pallets are excluded and therefore should you wish to remove pallets with
the lots still on them, you will need to bring like for like pallets to exchange (e.g. euro, regular and
blue).
No collections will be possible on the day the auction ends - wait until the morning following the sale
before visiting to avoid a wasted journey
COLLECTION DEADLINE: YOU WILL BE CHARGED a late collection/payment charge if you do not collect
in time. It is deliberately high in the hope that buyers will make every possible effort to pay & collect
promptly.
Goods paid for but not collected within one week of the collection deadline will be treated as
abandoned unless agreed in writing with Robson Kay prior. Failure to pay will result in a block on the
Bidspotter / i-Bidder platforms. We reserve the right to sell the goods elsewhere if goods are not paid
for within the payment deadline.
WE DO NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM ASSIST WITH POSTAGE OR PACKAGING - PLEASE BEAR THIS
IN MIND BEFORE BIDDING. We do not supply boxes or packing materials, nor do we deliver.
This means if you send a carrier (or attend to uplift in person), you must remember we will not put
the lot/s you have won in a box/bag/envelope, seal/tape up a box, lend tools to help dismantle
machinery, load items on a pallet, shrink wrap pallets/items, label anything, weigh lots or indeed do
anything other than point you/your carrier in the direction of the lots in question and supervise their
removal. If this will pose a problem, DO NOT BID. After every sale, at least one bidder will ask us to
‘bend the rules’ giving a most compelling reason for same. THIS MEANS WE WILL NOT ASSIST IN THE
DISPATCH OR COLLECTION OF LOTS – NO EXCEPTIONS – Do not ask for an exception to be made as
our refusal may offend
5) FULL TERMS
Please ensure that you read our full terms & conditions for further details
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Lots 31 - 328 comprise the total assets of a flooring tool online retailer as a result of insolvency.
The majority of the lots comprise new stock. Some items are described as used. If lot descriptions
do not state the items are used, that does not necessarily mean they are new and/or unused and/or
complete & working.
As always, buyers must inspect lots to their satisfaction prior to bidding as there is no comeback
available for any reason whatsoever.

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

8 boxes of Maestri 606/23 DP staples, each box containing 4,800 staples
8 boxes of Maestri 606/23 DP staples, each box containing 4,800 staples
11 boxes of Maestri 4016 DP staples, each box containing 10,000 staples
5 boxes of staples, 2 of which appear part used. This lot comprises 4020 DP & 606/18 DP staples
8 boxes of TACWISE 140/10mm 3/8"staples, each box containing 5,000 galvanised 140 series
staples, equivalent to Stanley G11 & Arrow T-50
6 assorted boxes of TACWISE nails & staples as pictured
15 boxes of Maestri Spotnails, each box containing 5,000 type A-11.C 8mm staples. Product code
22A1108P
20 boxes of Maestri Spotnails, each box containing 5,000 type A-11.C 8mm staples. Product code
22A1108P
17 boxes of Maestri Spotnails, each box containing 5,000 type A-11.C 10mm staples. Product code
22A110P
20 boxes of Maestri Spotnails, each box containing 5,000 type A-11.C 10mm staples. Product code
22A110P
20 boxes of Maestri Spotnails, each box containing 5,000 type A-11.C 10mm staples. Product code
22A110P
10 boxes of Maestri Spotnails, comprising 8 boxes of 22mm type 60622 staples & 2 boxes of 16mm
type 55 staples
Mixed lot comprising 7 boxes of Rapid High Performance 18mm 606 staples & 1 box of galvanised
140/8mm Sweeney Todd Blades staples
10 boxes of Omer carton closing staples, each box containing 2,000 series 32 15mm coppered
staples
10 boxes of Maestri divergent point staples code 4020 DP/1201322. Each box contains 10,000
pieces meaning this lot consists of 100,000 staples
8 boxes of Omer galvanised 90D 20mm staples, each box containing 5,000 pieces
16 boxes of Rapid 9mm flooring staples, each box containing 5,000 pieces
Case of Spotnails Maestri ring shanked galvanised nails, plastic sheet collated, size 2.0 x 22mm, code
11AE2022RGK
Case of Simpson StrongTie quik drive collated screws, wood fibre to steel, product code MTH32E,
quantity 2,500
Case of Simpson StrongTie quik drive collated screws, wood fibre to steel, product code MTH32E,
quantity 2,500
5 boxes of wood screws, each box containing 1,000 pieces of collated bright zinc plated PZ2, 4.0 x
25
16 rolls of Roberts double sided vinyl floor tape 50mm x 25m
16 rolls of Roberts double sided vinyl floor tape 50mm x 25m
7 boxes of F-35ST nails, 1,500 pieces per box
8 tubs of nails comprising 6 tubs of Sweeney Todd Blades blued tacks (20mm) plus 1 box of Janser
ring shank nails & 1 unlabelled tub of screws
3 off Crain number 176 mitre boxes
4 off Crain number 176 mitre boxes
3 off carbon edition knives (handles only, no blades) - 2 of these 3 knives include a case
6 off Blue Marlin Delphin 2000 knives in silver metal finish (handles only, no blades) - all knives
include a case
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60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

16 off Blue Marlin Delphin 03 knives (handles only, no blades) - some of these knives include a case
but 5 do not
20 off Janser Dolphin knives in a variety of colours, each knife including a case. NB this lot consists
of handles only, no blades
7 off Janser Dolphin knives in a variety of colours, each knife including a case. NB this lot consists of
handles only, no blades
7 off Janser Dolphin knives in a variety of colours, each knife including a case. NB this lot consists of
handles only, no blades
7 off Janser Dolphin knives in a variety of colours, each knife including a case. NB this lot consists of
handles only, no blades
4 off silver metal knives with Dolphin symbol, each including a plastic case. NB this lot consists of
handles only, no blades
5 off assorted metal knives each with a plastic case - this lot consists of handles only, no blades
16 off Wolff silver finish knives each with a green plastic case. NB this lot consists of handles only,
no blades
15 off Wolff silver finish knives each with a green plastic case. NB this lot consists of handles only,
no blades
8 boxes of FF (Floorfit) blades, each box containing 100 universal trimming blades
10 boxes of FF (Floorfit) blades, each box containing 100 universal trimming blades
10 boxes of FF (Floorfit) blades, each box containing 100 universal trimming blades
4 off Roberts base plate assemblies, part number PN10-412-04
7 boxes of Roberts R2104 concave blades, each box containing 100 blades
10 boxes of Roberts R2104 concave blades, product code R2104 - each box containing 100 blades
20 boxes of Roberts heavy duty blades, product code R2101 - each box contains 100 blades meaning
2,000 blades in total
4 boxes of Stanley assorted blades as pictured
3 boxes of Janser spare blades
3 boxes of Mozart trimming knife blades
4 boxes of Romus blades, product code 92416
8 boxes of Sweeney Todd hooked pointed end trimming knife blades, product code DA96A
9 boxes of Sweeney Todd hooked pointed end trimming knife blades, product code DA96A
8 boxes of Sweeney Todd heavy duty trimming knife blades, product code DA92
4 boxes of Sweeney Todd medium duty trimming knife blades, product code DA91
9 boxes of Sweeney Todd concave trimming knife blades, product code DA52
4 boxes of Sweeney Todd replacement blades
4 boxes of Sweeney Todd slotted blades
5 boxes of Sweeney Todd concave trimming knife blades, made in Sheffield
10 boxes of Sweeney Todd super hook trimming knife blades
12 assorted boxes of Wolff Klingen spare blades
9 boxes of Sweeney Todd 1.25% carbon blades, in safety dispensers
9 boxes of Sweeney Todd 1.25% carbon blades, in safety dispensers
4 off sets of knee pads, each set comprising 1 pair
4 sets of Knie Protector sets of knee pads (each set comprises 1 pair)
7 assorted pairs of knee pads
6 assorted pairs of knee pads
9 pairs of Crain Comfort Knees knee pads
7 pairs of Fento knee pads
3 pairs of Fento large/tall knee pads, model 400 Pro
11 tubs of Sweeney Todd concrete nails each tub containing 1kg of 25mm nails & 1 tub of 500g
25mm nails
Pair of extendable floor rollers, product code JSY-924
Pair of extendable floor rollers, product code JSY-924
Pair of extendable floor rollers, product code JSY-924
Pair of extendable floor rollers, product code JSY-924
Pair of extendable floor rollers, product code JSY-924
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105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
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138
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140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159

Pair of extendable floor rollers, product code JSY-924
Pair of extendable floor rollers, product code JSY-924
Pair of Roberts extendable floor rollers, product code 10-955
Pair of Roberts extendable floor rollers, product code 10-955
Pair of Roberts extendable floor rollers, product code 10-955
Pair of Roberts extendable floor rollers, product code 10-955
Pair of Roberts extendable floor rollers, product code 10-955
Pair of Roberts extendable floor rollers, product code 10-955
Roberts GT2000 XL knee kicker
Roberts GT2000 XL knee kicker
Roberts GT2000 XL knee kicker
5 off Janser carpet tuckers
5 off Janser carpet tuckers
2 off Pajarito finishing trowels, art number 013746
2 off Pajarito finishing trowels, 1 off art number 013746 & 1 off art number 037871
5 off assorted Ragni floor trowels
5 off assorted floor trowels
4 off Ragni assorted plasterers & cement trowels
13 off assorted hand tools
The contents of a crate of wall plugs
10 off Stanley wide door chalk fills & chalk line reels
14 off assorted Roberts cutters, knives & similar
11 off mallets, mini hammers & similar
11 off assorted hammer tackers
Gundlach seam weight product number 612-SW
5 assorted packs of hacksaw & other saw blades as pictured
2 off Wolff groovers
3 off Wolff pressure rollers
2 off Wolff slide hammers, 1 being extendable from 41 - 64cm & the other being 41cm
Wolff Junio-stripper 230V, including case & set of ear muffs
2 off Roberts carpet trimmer model 10-616-2A
Crain number 246 carpet trimmer
3 off Crain number 290 seam cutter plus
Crain number 245 deluxe wall trimmer
Crain number 247 multi-purpose wall trimmer
Crain number 247 multi-purpose wall trimmer
2 off Roberts 3" aluminium stretcher tubes, product code 10-235-10
Wolff extending handle
Roberts deluxe GT duty knee kicker, product code 10-422
Roberts deluxe GT duty knee kicker, product code 10-422
Roberts deluxe duty knee kicker, product code 10-412BK
Roberts deluxe duty knee kicker, product code 10-412BK
Roberts deluxe duty knee kicker, product code 10-412BK
Roberts deluxe duty knee kicker, product code 10-412BK
Roberts deluxe duty knee kicker, product code 10-412BK
Roberts deluxe duty knee kicker, product code 10-412-2
Crain number 605 deluxe knee kicker
Crain number 605 deluxe knee kicker
Crain number 905V heat bond iron (220V)
Crain number 905V heat bond iron (220V)
Crain number 905 heat bond iron (120V)
Crain number 905 heat bond iron (120V)
Crain number 905 heat bond iron (120V)
Roberts 230V pro heat bond seaming iron model R10483EG
Roberts 230V deluxe heat bond seaming iron model R10282EG
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160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

Roberts 230V deluxe heat bond seaming iron model R10282EG
Roberts 230V deluxe heat bond seaming iron model R10282EG
Orion power construction coil nailer model CN45
Crain number 001 model A tile cutter in case
Senco mini compressor, 0.5hp, 3.8 litre, product code PC1010
Senco mini compressor, 0.5hp, 3.8 litre, product code PC1010
Senco mini compressor, 0.5hp, 3.8 litre, product code PC1010
Crain number 507 stairway stretcher
Roberts 230V concrete grinder, product code R12550
Roberts 230V concrete grinder, product code R12550
Roberts 230V concrete grinder, product code R12550
Tjep cordless nail gun, product code ST-15/50 gas 3G including 2 batteries, 1 charger, carry case &
ear plugs plus book pack & other items as pictured
Maestri Janser electric tacker model 4/606 including case (240V)
Maestri Janser electric tacker model 4/606 including case (240V)
Maestri Janser electric tacker model 4/606 including case (240V)
Maestri Janser electric tacker model 4/606 including case (240V)
Maestri Janser electric tacker model 4/606 including case (240V)
Maestri Janser electric tacker model 4/606 including case (240V)
Camping lot comprising Vango ultralite 300 sleeping bag in carry case plus Gelert monodome 2 tent.
NB both items appear used
The contents of 2 crates of PPE equipment comprising hard hats, Hi Vis vests, mask, knife holders,
garments & more. NB crates excluded
Footwear lot comprising 3 off "nail shoes" & 1 pair of safety boots
4 off assorted Romus trimmers
13 off Roberts & Sweeney Todd handheld snippers
The contents of a crate of assorted snippers
7 off assorted Witte & Wolff handheld blades
14 packs of Wolff & Janser blades
The contents of a crate of assorted hand tools
4 off metal toolboxes
Victor Hepa 230V vacuum cleaner including variety of ancillaries as pictured
Victor Hepa 230V vacuum cleaner including variety of ancillaries as pictured
QT Air by Sip industrial oil-free low-noise air compressor product code 04381-SIPQT24/10
QT Air by Sip industrial oil-free low-noise air compressor product code 04381-SIPQT24/10
Spotnails oil-free compressor system model SW1500A
Spotnails Ltd oil-free air compressor model Spot230
Spotnails Ltd oil-free air compressor model Spot230
Spotnails Ltd oil-free air compressor model Spot230
Spotnails Ltd oil-free air compressor model Spot230
Spotnails Ltd oil-free air compressor model Spot230
Roberts longneck plus jamb saw in case (230V)
Roberts longneck plus jamb saw in case (230V)
Roberts longneck plus jamb saw in case (110V)
Roberts longneck plus jamb saw in case (110V)
Vitrex pro tile cutter 630mm
Roberts 12" vinyl tile cutter
Roberts 12" vinyl tile cutter
Large box of Roberts carpet seaming tape, super golden R50330
Large box of Roberts carpet seaming tape, super golden R50330
Large box of Roberts carpet seaming tape, supreme R50315
Large box of Roberts carpet seaming tape, super golden R50330
Row of assorted carpet seaming tape
Crain number 525 wide knee kicker
Janser knee kicker model 237405000
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212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264

Box of Stixx S-20 seam tape
3 off Spotnails giant rolling toolboxes
2 off Spotnails giant rolling toolboxes
2 off Spotnails giant rolling toolboxes
6 off Refina X-2 50 litre mixing tubs
6 off Refina X-2 50 litre mixing tubs
8 off Refina X-1 75 litre mixing tubs
6 off Refina X-1 100 litre mixing tubs
DWS carton stapler model DWS27
Box & contents containing 3 used kickers plus kicker bumpers/assemblies/inserts & other related
items
Roberts longneck plus jamb saw - thought to be ex-display
Clarke Champ 110V compressor - used
Clarke Champ 110V compressor - used
Mixed lot comprising professional heat gun plus Roberts pro flooring installation kit
Oil-less compressor, 2hp, 230V, used
The contents of a pallet of assorted hand tools, power tools, cables & more - mostly
used/unboxed/ex-display/similar
Approximately 60 rolls of brown carton tape
18 rolls of 48 x 66 brown carton tape
36 rolls of 48 x 66 brown carton tape
36 rolls of 48 x 66 brown carton tape
36 rolls of 48 x 66 brown carton tape
54 assorted rolls of brown carton tape
The contents of 2 crates of branded packing tape
The contents of a crate of assorted pry tools & similar
The contents of a crate of Crain tools
The contents of a crate of Crain tools
The contents of a crate of Roberts tools
The contents of a crate of Eibenstock connection kits
The contents of a crate of air hose
The contents of a crate of large shears/scissors
8 off Wolff wiping blades
9 off Wolff wiping blades
2 off Roberts spiked rollers
4 off Roberts handheld carpet seam rollers
The contents of a crate of Crain rollers
The contents of a row of assorted trowels, blades & similar
Quantity of assorted trowels/blades, handles & similar
The contents of a crate of assorted flooring related items
The contents of a crate of assorted cutting blades/discs
The contents of a crate of nails & staples
The contents of a crate of assorted blades - approximately 60 pieces in total
2 boxes of level pins
The contents of a crate of assorted blades
4 off assorted tripods plus 2 off extension poles & 2 off bulbs
The contents of a crate of roller pads
The contents of a crate of roller pads
3 off staplers & 3 off staple removers
The contents of a crate of assorted miscellaneous items
The contents of a crate of assorted miscellaneous items
The contents of a crate of assorted miscellaneous items
The contents of a crate of nails & staples
The contents of a crate of miscellaneous items
The contents of a crate of tape guns & similar
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265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281

282

283

284

285

286
287
288

289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299

The contents of a crate of saws
The contents of a crate of assorted scrapers
The contents of a crate of paddle mixers
The contents of a crate of carborundum stone 10615 blocks & spare stones
The contents of a crate of assorted blades & scrapers
The contents of a crate of trowels
The contents of a crate of assorted hand tools
The contents of a crate of assorted stair tools
The contents of a crate of assorted Pajarito hand tools & mitre blocks
The contents of a crate of assorted Pajarito items
16 off Sweeney Todd handheld blades
The contents of a crate of knee pads & other protective items
The contents of a crate of assorted flooring tools
The contents of a crate of assorted trim masters, seam rollers & similar
4 assorted pull bars & similar
The contents of a crate of assorted knife blades
Quantity of bolt-free medium weight racking. This lot comprises 6 individual freestanding bays (24
upright corners), each freestanding bay measuring 410mm x 910mm x 1830mm as per the sample
erected bay in the photo. This lot consists of 1 assembled bay plus the components on the pallet in
front which collectively form 5 further bays, i.e. 6 bays in total. Each of the 6 bays contains 4 shelves
Quantity of bolt-free medium weight racking. This lot comprises 6 individual freestanding bays (24
upright corners), each freestanding bay measuring 410mm x 910mm x 1830mm as per the sample
erected bay in the photo. This lot consists of 1 assembled bay plus the components on the pallet in
front which collectively form 5 further bays, i.e. 6 bays in total. Each of the 6 bays contains 4 shelves
Quantity of bolt-free medium weight racking. This lot comprises 6 individual freestanding bays (24
upright corners), each freestanding bay measuring 410mm x 910mm x 1830mm as per the sample
erected bay in the photo. This lot consists of 1 assembled bay plus the components on the pallet in
front which collectively form 5 further bays, i.e. 6 bays in total. Each of the 6 bays contains 4 shelves
Quantity of bolt-free medium weight racking. This lot comprises 6 individual freestanding bays (24
upright corners), each freestanding bay measuring 410mm x 910mm x 1830mm as per the sample
erected bay in the photo. This lot consists of 1 assembled bay plus the components on the pallet in
front which collectively form 5 further bays, i.e. 6 bays in total. Each of the 6 bays contains 4 shelves
10 bays of medium weight bolt-free racking, each freestanding bay containing 4 corner uprights, i.e.
40 uprights in total. Each bay when assembled measures 410 x 910 x 1830mm. 9 of the bays include
4 shelves & the 10th bay includes 5 shelves. Please see lots 281 - 284 for photographs of an
assembled bay
Mixed lot comprising jerrycan, 2 bags of cement, 2 tubs of assorted compound/adhesive & 5 tubes
of adhesive
9 bundles of flatpack cardboard boxes each measuring 229 x 152 x 152
8 bundles of flatpack cardboard boxes each measuring 305 x 229 x 152. NB in addition to the
complete bundles this lot includes a quantity of loose flatpack boxes equivalent in quantity to more
than one additional bundle
4 bundles of flatpack cardboard boxes each measuring 305 x 229 x 229. NB this lot also includes a
quantity of loose boxes equivalent in quantity to at least one additional bundle
3 bundles of flatpack cardboard boxes each measuring 457 x 305 x 305. NB this lot also includes a
quantity of loose flatpack boxes equivalent to at least one additional bundle
Stack of assorted flatpack cardboard boxes from small to large
2 rolls of bubble wrap
2 off matching black leather/leather look & fabric mesh chairs
Jay-be folding camp bed including mattress
Quantity of assorted ex-display & used tools/accessories
Dismac Gulliver 110V electric mixing handle - used/ex-display
Refina mega mixer, 110V
Vitrex power mixer plus including paddle & case
Dell computer including keyboard, mouse & 22" widescreen monitor
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300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

316

317

318

319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328

Mixed IT lot comprising computer, laminator, phones, networking equipment, fax machine & more
4 off assorted computer monitors
Quantity of assorted envelopes, bags, toner cartridges & more
Brother MFC-L3750CDW multifunction printer with high capacity paper cassette
Zebra ZXP series 3 card printer
FedEx ZP505EPL label printer
TSC barcode printer
25 large rolls of labels
Mannequin in the form of a torso with black metal stand - no base
Domestic appliances comprising microwave, toastie maker & 4 slice toaster
Electronic platform scales model PCR3115 with wired digital read-out
2.5kW heater
Golds gym exercise item
Portable generator model MGP4000 - used
Infrasun diesel powered heating system - used
Quantity of bolt-free metal racking comprising metal uprights & metal shelves with additional
supports. This lot comprises a total of 6 uprights which collectively form a run of 5 bays, with
sufficient shelves for 4 shelves per bay, i.e. 20 shelves in total. Each shelf is 100cm x 39.5cm
Quantity of bolt-free metal racking comprising metal uprights & metal shelves with additional
supports. This lot comprises a total of 6 uprights which collectively form a run of 5 bays, with
sufficient shelves for 4 shelves per bay, i.e. 20 shelves in total. Each shelf is 100cm x 39.5cm. NB
this lot also includes 3 additional shelves (i.e. in addition to the 20 shelves stated previously),
however these shelves have no fixing clips
Quantity of bolt-free metal racking comprising metal uprights & metal shelves with additional
supports. This lot comprises a total of 7 uprights which collectively form a run of 6 bays, with
sufficient shelves for 5 shelves per bay, i.e. 30 shelves in total. Each shelf is 100cm x 39.5cm
Quantity of bolt-free metal racking comprising metal uprights & metal shelves with additional
supports. This lot comprises a total of 7 uprights which collectively form a run of 6 bays, with
sufficient shelves for 5 shelves per bay, i.e. 30 shelves in total. Each shelf is 100cm x 39.5cm
Pair of wave front desks plus desk height cupboard
4 assorted rolls of carpet/underlay comprising Primavera carpet, 531 steel gel, 3m x 4m plus 3
assorted rolls of underlay
3 assorted flooring related gadgets - used
110V floor scrubber
Stack of copper flooring machine discs plus handheld scraper
Stack of flooring discs
Stack of floor scrubber pads
Stack of floor scrubber pads
Hose & dispensing reel plus quantity of additional hose
12 tubs of assorted fluids
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